Looking for a 100%
guarantee that you’ll never
have to worry about your
wall again? Look no further!
Unlike a typical warranty that only provides replacement
product, InvisiBeam by Fortress is an unprecedented level of
confidence that simply says: If our system fails, we’ll reimburse
DOUBLE the cost of your installation so you and your contractor
can do whatever it takes to get it right.
The Certification is good for the life of the wall(s) on which
InvisiBeam by Fortress was installed, and is transferable to
future homeowners. This means that if you decide to sell your
house, any realtors, inspectors, and buyers can have that same
level of confidence that you have.

When talking about your home’s foundation,
nothing matters more than peace of mind.
USE THIS QR CODE TO
ACTIVATE YOUR WARRANTY
fortressforlife.com/platinum

www.FortressForLife.com

Warranty must
be submitted
within 30 days of
installation.

www.basementdoctor.com

THE DETAILS:

1.

InvisiBeam by Fortress must be properly installed by an
authorized Fortress Contractor in order to address the
problems the system is intended to solve: wall bowing,
and/or tipping, and/or shearing resulting from exterior
pressure on the wall.

2.

The InvisiBeam straps must be installed according to our
spacing guidelines with a maximum spacing between
straps not to exceed 48”.

3.

All Carbon Straps are secured with both a top and bottom
anchor.

4.

Only Fortress provided carbon, epoxy, anchors, and other
components have been used in the installation.

5.

Any existing settling issues or wall deterioration have
been resolved that could prevent InvisiBeam by Fortress
from fulfilling its intended purpose.

6.

Extreme circumstances did not cause damage following
the Fortress Installation including but not limited to:
flooding, fire, erosion, collision or construction to the
wall.

Reimbursement shall be paid to installing contractor equal to
the installed cost of each failed strap.
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